SUPPLY LIST FOR CLASS, DEMO, OR CLUB

Create Cross Stitch Designs With Your Bernina Software 7, 8
OR
Janome Digitizer MBX Software
FALL 2018
Donna Morton.

Charted cross stitch designs are easy to digitize with your Machine
Embroidery software. The cross stitch function is an often overlooked but
fun part of your software package. Once digitized, stitch in a day on you
embroidery machine what might take weeks to stitch by hand. In this
series of classes learn all about scanning, screen clipping, inserting hand
cross stitch charts and then matching the chart to the grid in the software.
We will also cover digitizing Blackwork. You will also spend one of the day
stitching your newly digitized cross stitch designs on your embroidery
machine. This is a hands on computer class for those with a laptop
computer and machine embroidery class.
Supplies
Laptop computer with latest version of software installed,
power cord, mouse (absolutely essential – not optional) and
usb stick.
Note taking materials.

Our Part #

PREP CLASS
The purpose of the prep class is to ensure that everyone has the most
recent version of their software loaded on their computer and to make sure
that the software is up and running bring your laptop, power cord, mouse
and usb stick. Also bring your original software (for codes, etc), just in
case.
We will also review other materials needed for the length of the class and
go over sources of charted cross stitch designs.
I will demo and short introductory design.
I do my best to ensure the supply list is complete. If you think I have left
something out, please bring it.
If you have any questions you can e-mail me at donnamo@snipandstitch.com
See you in class!
Donna Morton
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